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Turbulence consists of interacting flow structures covering a wide range of length and time
scales. A long-standing question looms over pair diffusion of particles in close proximity
i.e. particle pair diffusion at small separations: what range of turbulence length scales
governs pair diffusion? Here, we attempt to answer this question by addressing pair
diffusion by both fine scales and larger scale coherent structures in which the fine scales
are embedded - we unavoidably encounter a combination of both local and non-local
interactions associated with the small and large length scales. The local structures possess
length scales of the same order of magnitude as the pair separation l, and they induce
strong relative motion between the particle pair. However, the non-local structures,
possessing length scales much larger than l, also induce (via Biot-Savart) significant
relative motion, an effect ignored in prior studies (based on Richardson-Obukhov R-
O theory). This fundamentally changes the interpretation of the pair diffusion process,
giving the pair diffusivity K scaling as K ∼ l1.556 – agreeing within 1% of data. The ‘R-O
constant’ gl is shown to be not a constant, although widely assumed to be a constant.
However, new constants (representing pair diffusivity GK and pair separation Gl) are
identified, which we show to asymptote to GK ≈ 0.73 and Gl ∼ 0.01 at high Reynolds
numbers. As an application, we show that the radius of a cloud of droplets in a spray is
smaller by an order of magnitude as compared to R-O theory.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Turbulent pair diffusion
Transport is prevalent in natural and industrial flows. Analysis of fluid particle sepa-
ration is a route to understanding these phenomena and was introduced by Richardson
(1926). Numerous research (e.g. Durbin (1980); Thalabard et al (2014); Darragh et al
(2020); Anisimov et al (2020)) have studied pair diffusion, almost all of them based on a
locality hypothesis (explained below), but many issues remain unresolved.
There are several different regimes of pair diffusion, associated with the viscous
subrange, the inertial subrange, and the large scales. Here we address pair diffusion
in the inertial subrange. Fig. 1 illustrates the time development of a pair of particles
released in a field of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence with a small separation l0
(of the order of the Kolmogorov scale η). Richardson surmised from particle motion in
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Figure 1: A sketch of pair separation in time
atmospheric turbulence that the average rate of pair separation increases with increasing
separation because stronger winds with more energy occur at bigger scales. From data of
turbulent pair diffusion coefficients (diffusivities) collected from different geophysical and
laboratory observations, Richardson assumed a scale dependent pair diffusion coefficient
K (l) across all scales l of separation and intuited a constant power law fit to the data,
K (l) ∼ l4/3, (1.1)
where l(t) = |x2(t) − x1(t)| is the distance between the two particles located at x1 and
x2 at time t, and K (l) is the ensemble averaged quantity K (l) = 〈l(t) · v(t)〉, l(t) is
the pair separation vector and v(t) = u2(t) − u1(t) is the pair relative velocity; u(x, t)
is the turbulent velocity field, and the particle velocities at time t are, respectively,
u1(t) = u(x1(t), t) and u2(t) = u(x2(t), t). Richardson’s 4/3−law is equivalent to,
Obukhov (1941),
〈l2〉 = l20 + glεt3, (1.2)
in the inertial subrange often referred to as the Richardson-Obukhov (R-O) t3-regime, ε
is the rate of kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass. gl is presumed to be a universal
constant. The R-O regime is assumed valid in infinite Reynolds number turbulence
containing an infinite inertial subrange.
Richardson assumed that pair diffusion can be modelled by a diffusion equation with
the scale dependent diffusion coefficient. There is no proof that such a formulation is
consistent with the Navier-Stokes equation except for an ensemble of particle pairs
released with the same initial separation l0 (point source release) within the inertial
subrange, η 6 l0  L1, where the Kolmogorov scale η and L1 are the lower and upper
scales of the inertial subrange. Richardson formulated his theory in terms of a joint
probability density function for the pair separation, q(r, t), which satisfies the 3D diffusion
equation (Richardson (1926); Salazar & Colins (2009)),
∂q
∂t
=
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2K(r)
∂q
∂r
)
. (1.3)
where r is the pair separation variable, subject to the normalization,
∫∞
0
4pir2q(r, t)dr =
1.
The diffusivity defines the effective rate of spread of a ‘substance in a fluid medium; for
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example, turbulent diffusivity is orders of magnitude greater than molecular diffusivity.
Note that although the R-O constant gl is assumed to be a constant, there is as yet no
consensus on its value.
Richardson’s assumed 4/3-scaling law is based on a concept of locality which is
consistent with Kolmogorov K41 theory. By locality is meant that the increase in the
pair separation distance l depends on turbulence motions of similar length scale l. Thus,
the energy spectrum in the inertial subrange is E(l) ∼ ε2/3l5/3, and the typical pair
relative velocity at separation l is v(l) ∼√E(l)/l, and from the scaling for the turbulent
diffusion coefficient K(l) ∼ lv(l) ∼√lE(l), it trivially follows that K(l) ∼ ε1/3l4/3 – this
l4/3 dependence is the key result of R-O’s locality theory, valid in the limit of very high
Reynolds numbers.
The existence of a solution from a point source implies that the initial separation of
particle pairs is effectively zero, and therefore the Kolmogorov scale must also asymptote
to zero. Richardson’s theory is thus strictly applicable only in the asymptotic limit of
infinite Reynolds number, Re → ∞ (hence infinite inertial subrange), and also that
l0 → 0, as η → 0, while keeping l0/η > 1.
It is possible to generalize the scaling for the diffusion coefficient to be time dependent
and still be consistent with K41 (Klafter et al (1987); Salazar & Colins (2009)) such that
K ∼ εatblc for real a, b,and c. However, a time dependent diffusion coefficient is hard
to justify physically if we assume steady state equilibrium turbulence, and we do not
consider it further here.
Until recently, almost all theories of pair diffusion have assumed R-O locality and the
existence of the R-O t3 regime (see equation (1.2)). And yet, surprisingly, the collection
of experimental data and Direct Numerical Simulations, is still not convincing because
of the relatively low Reynolds numbers in the experiments and DNS (contrary to the
assumption in the R-O theory), and the high error levels in the data in many experiments.
This has led Salazar & Colins (2009) to note that, ” .. there has not been an experiment
that has unequivocally confirmed R-O scaling over a broad-enough range of time and
with sufficient accuracy.”
Furthermore, a re-examination of Richardson’s original 1926 collection of datasets
reveals that one of the datapoints came from molecular diffusion experiments which are
not relevant to turbulence studies; removing this datapoint reveals that Richardson’s
K ∼ l4/3 local scaling is a rather poor fit, but K ∼ l1.564 scaling is an almost exact fit
to the data – this difference in the power from 4/3 to 1.564 is rather significant. This
clearly points to the failure of the assumption of locality in the R-O theory.
Hereafter, we follow the usual convention of replacing scaling on l with scaling with
its rms value, that is l2 = 〈l2(t)〉.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the physical meaning
of local and non-local neighbourhoods of flow structures. Section 3 summaries the newly
developed non-local theory and its predictions for the pair diffusion coefficient scaling
laws. Section 4 reviews the current state of knowledge on the R-O constant, and we show
that in the non-local theory it is not a constant which explains the wide scatter in its
estimate. However, new constants emerge and their asymptotic behavior in the limits
of small and large inertial subranges Rk is discussed. The quantitative effect that the
non-local theory could have on particle spread in real world problems (e.g. dispersal in
a spray) is estimated. In Section 5, we investigate the effect that the frequency (the rate
at which flow structures change) have on pair diffusion. In the discussions in Section 6,
we argue that these results fundamentally change our interpretation of the pair diffusion
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process which impacts on turbulent diffusion modelling and prediction in real world
applications.
2. Local and non-local neighbourhoods of turbulent motions
The formal problem is to determine the pair diffusivity, K = 〈l · v〉, of an ensemble
of pairs of fluid particles in a field of homogeneous turbulence containing an extended
inertial subrange with an energy density spectrum, E(k), such that E(k)→ 0 as k →∞.
We assume point source release, which in practical terms means that the initial pair
separation, at some earlier time t0, denoted by l0 = |x2(t0) − x1(t0)|, is close to or
greater than the Kolmogorov length scale but inside the inertial subrange, η 6 l0  L1.
The particles will diffuse apart and eventually decorrelate with the initial conditions
– they will ’forget’ their initial conditions, (l0, v0), as Batchelor put it – after some
travel time, tl0 , inside the inertial subrange. During this travel time, the pair will display
ballistic motion with essentially constant relative velocity equal to its initial value v = v0;
l2 = l20 + v
2
0(t − t0)2. The transition from the ballistic regime to the explosive inertial
subrange regime occurs on a time scale of the order of the eddy turnover time scale,
tl0 ≈ τ0(l0) ∼ ε1/3l1/30 . If l0 ≈ η then the ballistic travel time is approximately equal
to the Kolmogorov time microscale, tl0 ≈ ε1/3η1/3, which is very short. At much longer
times we can ignore the ballistic regime because t  tl0 and l  l0. Below we focus
on pair diffusion well inside the inertial subrange where these conditions prevail, and
without loss of generality we let t0 = 0, and ignore the ballistic regime.
We consider a field of homogeneous isotropic turbulence with generalized energy
spectrum,
E(k) ∼ L5/3−pε2/3 k−p, for 1 < p 6 3 (2.1)
in the wavenumber range k1 6 k 6 kη; k1 = 1/L1 and kη = 1/η are respectively
the wavenumbers corresponding to the largest scale in the inertial subrange and the
Kolmogorov scale. L > L1 is some length scale characteristic of the very large scales of
motions outside which contains most of the kinetic energy and is needed for dimensional
consistency. L is not necessarily equal to L1, but a comparison between different systems
would need an agreed convention on how L scales with L1.
A convenient measure of the size of the inertial subrange Rk is,
Rk =
kη
k1
. (2.2)
Rk can serve in place of Reynolds number if L1 (hence L) could be related to a more usual
length-scale such as the integral length scale LI or the Taylor microscale λT . To illustrate,
let us suppose that LI/L1 ≈ 10, then from the relationship Re ∼ (LI/η)4/3 ∼ (10Rk)4/3,
we obtain Rk ∼ Re3/4/10. We will show that using L1 and Rk greatly simplifies matters
and they play important roles in the new picture.
Central to the new theory is the concept of local and non-local neighbourhoods of
turbulent motions with respect to the pair separation distance. We first rationalize these
concepts through formal and general arguments based on flow structure. After this, we
will summarize the non-local theory and its main predictions in Section 3.
In a body of homogeneous isotropic turbulence there exist some very large scale
structures of the order of the integral length scale, or even larger, possessing length
scales L and velocity scale U . There also exist turbulent motions of comparable size to
the pair separation l, and turbulent motions of intermediate size.
We first note what non-locality does not mean. The very large sized motions induce
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(a) Richardson-Obukhov locality: the relative motion is determined only by flow
structure CS1 of comparable size to the pair separation lc ∼ l.
(b) Non-local theory: both CS1 and CS2 (size L1 > lc) determine the relative motion.
(c) Energy spectrum showing the local and non-local neighbourhoods to the pair
separation wavenumber kl(t) ∼ 1/l(t) separated by the vertical line at kc(t). kl(t)
and kc(t) are time-dependent, but Rc = kl/kc is assumed constant, equation (2.11).
k1 = 1/L1, Rk = kη/k1 and Rl = kl/k1 = L1/l.
Figure 2: (Colour online). Illustrations of a particle pair A-B (dots) in a field of turbulence
and subjected to random shearing and straining.
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(via Biot-Savart) relative velocities at the small separations l  L which are much
smaller than the local pair relative velocity v(l), i.e. l(dU/dx) v(l), so they contribute
negligible additional relative motion to the pair. Thus, the term non-local excludes the
influence of such very large size motions which simply carry or ‘sweep’ the pair along in
the flow.
With respect to the pair separation l, the term non-local (or non-local neighbourhood)
therefore pertains to turbulent motions in a range of sizes L1  l lc (which corresponds
to the wavenumber range k1 6 k < kc in Fig. 2(c)).
Formally, the relative velocity v across a finite displacement l in the fine scales of
turbulence is,
v(l) = u(x2)− u(x1). (2.3)
Using the Fourier decomposition of the velocity field, u(x) =
∫
A(k) exp (ik · x) dk,
where A(k) is the Fourier transform of the flow field, and k is the associated wavenumber,
Batchelor (1953), a Fourier decomposition of the relative velocity can also be derived,
averaging over all space due to homogeneity, yields
v(l) =
∫
A(k)[exp (ik · l)− 1] dk. (2.4)
Taking the scalar product of v with l and then its ensemble average 〈·〉 over particle pairs
yields the pair diffusivity,
K(l) ∼ 〈l · v〉 ∼
∫
〈(l ·A)[exp (ik · l)− 1]〉dk. (2.5)
We partition this expression as the sum of three integrals,
K(l) ∼
(∫
nl
+
∫
l
+
∫
s
)
〈(l ·A)(exp (ik · l)− 1)〉 dk (2.6)
which we rephrase as,
K(l) ∼ Knl +Kl +Ks. (2.7)
The ranges of integration in each of the three integrals are contiguous, to be defined in
Section 3.
Physically, the contribution Ks comes from the scales of motion smaller than the pair
separation itself, so the integral for Ks is taken over the wavenumber range k > kl.
The energy contained in these scales is very small if the energy spectrum decreases
as k increases, such as an inverse power law of the type E(k) ∼ k−p, with p > 1.
Furthermore, these small scale motions possess very small time scales and hence very
high frequencies which induce rapid changes in the direction and magnitude of the
relative velocity vector, effectively randomizing their motions like a random walk type
of process. The net statistical impact of the very small scales is therefore expected to be
very small, Ks Max(Knl,Kl), and henceforth we will ignore Ks. This leaves just the
contributions Knl and Kl.
For a physical understanding of local and non-local processes and neighbourhoods it is
convenient to consider the diffusional processes in both physical space and wavenumber
space. Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic of the R-O locality interpretation of particle pair
growth in a field of turbulence, where a particle pair A-B has separation l. In this picture,
only flow structures CS1 whose length scale is of the same order of magnitude as l, i.e.
lc ∼ l, induce an influence on the pair separation growth.
Fig. 2(b) shows a schematic of the interpretation of pair separation growth in the non-
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local picture; a field of turbulence contains flow structures of all sizes, and flow structures
CS1 and CS2 (whose length scale L1 are bigger than lc, i.e. L1 > lc) could influence the
pair separation growth. (Coherent structures CS3 of small length scale also exist, but do
not contribute to the pair growth.)
In the wavenumber space, this is equivalent statistically to Fig. 2(c) which shows a
typical energy spectrum which includes the very large scales where experiments have
determined that E(k) ∼ k4, and the small scales where E(k) ∼ k−p, with a smooth fit
between them. Because we will be considering turbulence with intermittency corrections
as well as Kolmogorov turbulence which have different power laws, we will consider
general spectra with 1 < p 6 3 . The inertial subrange is the wavenumber range k1 6
k 6 kη, whose size is defined by equation (2.2). The pair separation wavenumber is
kl(t) ∼ 1
l(t)
, (2.8)
and since we focus on separations well inside the subrange, we have η  l L1, (which
is equivalent to k1  kl  kη). We define the size of the inertial subrange relative to the
pair separation,
Rl(t) =
kl
k1
, (2.9)
which is an important quantity in later analysis. The wavenumber that separates the two
groups of CS’s is kc(t) in Fig. 2(c), and
kc(t) ∼ 1
lc(t)
, (2.10)
such that k1  kc  kl. The range of wavenumbers in the local neighbourhood is,
kc 6 k 6 kl.
Consider a pair of particles A-B inside a flow structure CS1 and subject to turbulence
and random straining and shear, depicted in Fig 2(b). The pair relative motion is strongly
correlated to the local flow structure CS1 (lc ∼ l) and we say that the pair is interacting
locally with CS1. lc clearly defines the neighbourhood of locality, corresponding to the
bandwidth wavenumber range kc < k 6 kl in Fig. 2(c).
A turbulent flow also contains CS2, of much bigger length scale than lc and smaller
than L1, which induce motions (via Biot-Savart induction) on fluid elements, hence on
particles. It is reasonable to assume that for a given separation l the relative velocity
induced by the larger scale turbulent motions CS2 is weak (compared to CS1), albeit non-
negligible, and we say that they are interacting non-locally. Such processes defines the
neighbourhood of non-locality, corresponding to the wavenumber range, k1 < k 6 kc(t)
in Fig. 2(c).
kc and kl are functions of time as the pair separation increases, but the size of the
bandwidth of the local neighbourhood relative to the pair separation defined by the
ratio,
Rc =
kl(t)
kc(t)
=
lc(t)
l(t)
= constant, (2.11)
is assumed to be constant, this is consistent with the concept of self-similarity namely
the physical processes are similar at all scales.
Let us re-emphasize the difference between local and non-local scaling laws. The local
processes can only scale with the parameters l, ε, and t. The non-local processes scale
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3: (Colour online). DNS results (Re=5000), 2% turbulence intensity) from Hussain
& Stout (2013) of dynamics of the growth on a vortex core set in an initial small scale
random turbulent field. Top: Vorticity magnitude contours in the meridional (x-z) plane
with different contour levels (a) 0, (b) 40. Bottom: Vorticity magnitude surface at (c) 0,
(d) 40. (a) and (c) are at the initial time, and (b) and (d) are at 40 turnover time.
with an additional outer length scale L which characterizes the large scale turbulence
structures.
An example of the existence and interaction of local and non-local scales of motion
can be seen in the development of a vortex core in an initially random turbulent field, as
seen in Fig. 3 from the the DNS study by Hussain & Stout (2013). Bio-Savart induction
from the core organizes the small scale random turbulence outside of the core in to larger
organized vortex rings wrapping around the vortex core. These rings evolve as pairs which
annihilate each other by cross-diffusion leaving monopole threads which induce organized
long wavelength Kelvin waves within the core. This therefore is an excellent example of
feedback between the large and small scales of turbulence.
Another useful analogy is the turbulent boundary layer where both short range
interactions in the near wall region and long range interactions in the outer turbulent
layer exist, illustrated in Fig. 4. Long range energetic motions induce flow in the near wall
region (Biot-Savart law) leading to the formation and development of hairpin structures.
The boundary layer grows outward downstream and interact with the larger outer
structures thereby providing a type of feedback to the upper boundary layer. These highly
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Figure 4: Sketch of a typical boundary layer illustrating different turbulent motions
indicated by the arrows in the near wall and outer regions. Possible interactions between
large scale flow structures (CS) and the small scales of turbulent motions in the TBL
are indicated. The passage of large scales induces thin shear layers near the wall via
Biot-Savart induction and generate near wall structures via transient growth (Schoppa
& Hussain 2002). The turbulence structures in the TBL grow downstream and interact
with the larger outer scales thus completing the feedback. The mean streamwise velocity
profile is shown to the right.
complex non-linear processes again illustrate the existence of long-range and short-range
interactions acting in the same hydrodynamic system which are analogous to the pair
diffusion processes.
3. Non-local scaling laws for pair diffusivity
3.1. The theory
We stress that the partitioning of the integral for the diffusivity into contiguous
neighbourhoods in equation (2.6) is an exact mathematical operation – it is not an
approximation or an ad hoc assumption. It means that a priori we cannot dismiss the
existence of either the local or the non-local processes. Thus, it is the locality in space
hypothesis (which is implicitly assumed in the R-O theory) which turns out to be an ad
hoc assumption, not the theory being advanced here.
The integral defining Knl in equation (2.6) is taken over scales of motion much larger
than l, i.e. in a range of wavenumbers, k1 6 k 6 kc (< kl). Physically, the diffusional
process in this neighbourhood is deemed to scale non-locally to l, illustrated in Figs.
2-4. Mathematically, within this non-local neighbourhood of we have |k · l|  1 and the
integrand in (2.6) can be approximated accurately by, exp (ik · l)− 1 ≈ ik · l.
However, the integral defining Kl in equation (2.6) is taken over scales of motion that
are close to l, i.e. in a local range of wavenumbers, kc 6 k 6 kl. Physically, the diffusional
process here scales locally to l, illustrated in Fig. 2(a) by the pair A-B which are inside
the same typical structure. Mathematically, in the integrand for Kl an expansion of the
exponential term, exp (ik · l) − 1 ≈ ik · l to leading order is not completely accurate
because |k · l| ≈ 1. Nevertheless, we can still assume this to be approximately true but
with a correction factor Fl < 1 to the overall integral (which accounts for the extra terms
in the expansion of the exponential).
Assuming the closure 〈(l ·A)(k · l)〉 ∼ l2〈kA〉, and integrating over all directions, we
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obtain from equation (2.6)
K(l) ∼ l2
∫
nl
√
kE(k)dk + Fl
∫
l
l2
√
kE(k)dk. (3.1)
In the first term, non-locality means that we take l2 outside of the integral because the
pair separation l2 is only weakly coupled to the turbulent motions CS2 in the non-local
neighbourhood. However, in the local integral on the right the pair relative motion is
strongly coupled to the local flow structure CS1 in Fig. 2(a), and we apply the local
scaling l2 ∼ k−2 inside the integral. This leads to the following expressions for the non-
local term, assuming the spectrum in equation (2.1),
Knl(l) ∼ ε1/3L−2/3lγnl , with γnl(p) = 2, 1 < p 6 3 (3.2)
γnl(p) is the non-locality scaling, and it is always equal to 2, independent of p. For the
local term we obtain,
Kl(l) ∼ Flε1/3L(5/3−p)/2lγl , where γl(p) = (1 + p)/2, 1 < p 6 3 (3.3)
For Kolmogorov turbulence, p = 5/3, this gives, Kl ∼ l4/3. In the R-O theory, it is
assumed that knl = 0 which recovers the 4/3-scaling law, K ≈ Kl ∼ l4/3.
In the new theory, the non-local and local diffusional processes are deemed to be
approximately independent, i.e. we ignore the effect of CS2 on CS1, leading to
K(l) ∼ O (l2)+O (l(1+p)/2) . (3.4)
Richardson assumed that there was a single unique power law over the entire inertial
subrange. This can be justified on the principle of self-similarity of the diffusional
processes at different scales in the system, equation (2.11), from which it follows that
there can only be a unique power scaling across the entire inertial range if it is of infinite
extent, Rk → ∞, or at least in a range of separations that is well inside a finite but
large inertial subrange 1 l/η  Rk <∞ which ensures that the ultra-violet (UV) and
Infra-Red (IR) corrections from the ends of the inertial subrange are negligible. Assuming
that the conditions for observing inertial subrange scaling are met, then applying this
principle to equation (3.4) yields,
K(l) ∼ lγ , with γl(p) 6 γ(p) 6 γnl(p). (3.5)
The prediction for the scaling exponent is intermediate between the purely local γl and
purely non-local γnl.
However, the scaling law is sensitive to the balance of the non-local and local terms
defined as MK = K
nl/Kl which is a function of p, and Rl, and Rc which is assumed
to be a constant (for a given p), equation (2.11) and see Fig. 2(c). MK is obtained by
dividing equation (3.2) by equation (3.3) and after some further algebra,
MK =
1−
(
Rc
Rl
)(3−p)/2
Fl
(
R
(3−p)/2
c − 1
) , for Rl > Rc. (3.6)
For spectra close to p = 5/3, and for separations well inside the inertial subrange
1 l/η  Rk, Mk displays two limiting cases.
First, as the inertial subrange becomes small as kc → k1, so that Rl ↓ Rc in Fig. 2(c)),
the non-local neighbourhood shrinks and disappears (because kc/k1 = 1) leaving just
the local neighbourhood. In this limit Mk → 0 because the non-local diffusional process
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: (Colour online). Mk (equation 3.6) against Rl for different Rc as indicated. For
spectra, (a) E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and (b) E(k) ∼ k−1.72.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (Colour online). K/ηvη, against l/η, for Rk = 10
2, 104, and 106 as indicated.
From simulations with energy spectra, (a) E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and (b) E(k) ∼ k−1.72. Lines of
various slopes are shown for comparison.
has less and less influence, and K asymptotes towards approximate (quasi-) local scaling
laws, with γ ≈ γl = (1 + p)/2,
K → l(1+p)/2, as Rk ↓ Rc. (3.7)
In this limit the entire inertial subrange, k1 = kc 6 k 6 kη, is the local neighbourhood
to the pair separation, Fig. 2(c). (This result also proves the existence of the local
neighbourhood. The existence of the non-local neighbourhood can also be established
explicitly, see Appendix B.) The important distinction between Richardson’s locality
concept and this new quasi-local limit will be elaborated on later after the numerical
results are presented.
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Figure 7: The scaling law γ(p) against Rk from the simulations with spectra E(k) ∼ k−5/3
and ∼ k−1.72. The size of the locality bandwidth, Rc = 102, is indicated by the dashed
line. For Rk < Rc IR corrections dominate and we do not see inertial subrange scaling
at all.
Second, in the limit of infinite inertial subrange Rk > Rl → ∞ we obtain MK ≈
R
−2/3
C /Fl ≈ O(1) for realistic values of Fl and Rc (see below).
However, MK is sensitive to the value of the locality bandwidth Rc; in general as
Rc increases → Rl , then MK becomes smaller because the relative importance of the
non-local effects decreases as can be seen from Fig. 2(c). We illustrate by considering
two particular spectra, (a) E(k) ∼ k−5/3, and (b) E(k) ∼ k−1.72, the latter coming
from turbulence with intermittency correction (measured experimentally the range of
accepted values is 1.692 < p < 1.741 Anselment et al (2001); Tsuji (2004, 2009);
Meyers & Meneveau (2008)). Fig. 5 shows MK against Rl from equation (3.6) for
Rc = 25, 50, 100, 200, and Fl = 0.25. We observe that the local diffusional processes are
always important, whereas the non-local diffusional processes only become important
as the size of the inertial subrange increases although they are never dominant with
an upper bound of about MK . 0.3. The steeper intermittent spectrum shows slightly
higher MK , Fig. 5(b), reflecting a small shift towards non-locality.
3.2. Simulation results for pair diffusion
Ideally, we would like to investigate the theory through Direct Numerical Simulations
DNS. However, DNS cannot generate the very high Reynolds number, or the size of
the inertial subrange required for this study, so we have to turn to diffusion models.
Most diffusion models are formulated in the Lagrangian frame of reference and therefore
are kinematic in nature in the sense that they do not solve the dynamical equations
of motions, rather they pose models for the particle transport. Stochastic models for
example pose probability distributions for the incremental particle motions (velocities,
accelerations) from timestep to timestep. In this study, we will use Kinematic Simulations
(KS) because it is the only diffusion model at the current time that can generate the large
inertial ranges needed to investigate asymptotically infinite Reynolds number turbulence,
and it contains the correct energy spectrum of turbulence, and it is incompressible
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Rk γ χ GK Gl
101 1.220 1.89 1.20 1.25
102 1.410 2.94 0.82 1.36E-1
103 1.472 3.58 0.74 3.93E-2
104 1.500 3.90 0.74 1.99E-2
105 1.515 4.11 0.74 1.38E-2
106 1.525 4.20 0.74 1.29E-2
Table 1: From the simulations with E(k) ∼ k−5/3; L = 1. The calculated quantities are
defined in the text.
by construction. Previous criticism of KS that it does not adequately account for the
sweeping of small scales of motion by the larger scales of motion have been disproved,
details of which and a summary of the KS method is contained in Appendix A.
The simulations were run for inertial subrange sizes in the range, 101 6 Rk 6 106. The
frequencies are defined with λ = 0.5 (Appendix A) which is the standard case in most
KS studies. We take a large ensemble of about 30,000 particle pairs, and a very small
timestep; the statistical errors in all the results are negligible.
Computed values of γ and other quantities for the spectra E(k) ∼ k−5/3, and E(k) ∼
k−1.72 are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows log-log plots of the
pair diffusion coefficients, K/ηvη, against l/η for different sizes of the inertial subrange,
Rk, from simulations with Kolmogorov spectrum E(k) ∼ k−5/3 – only the cases with
Rk = 10
2, 104, 106 are shown for clarity. We observe clear power-laws as predicted in
equation (3.5) across most of the inertial subrange. Fig. 6(b) shows the results from
turbulence with intermittency correction, and we see similar trends as in Fig. 6(a).
Fig. 7 shows the scaling laws γ against the size of the inertial subrange Rk obtained
from the simulations for the same two spectra, p = 5/3 and 1.72. There is a smooth
transition in γ from the quasi-local regimes at Rk = 10
2 to the asymptotic near
infinite regimes at Rk = 10
6. For Rk < 10
2 we loose inertial subrange scaling altogther
presumably due to IR corrections from the upper end of the inertial subrange.
For the spectrum E ∼ k−5/3, we obtain γ ≈ 1.41 at Rk = 102 (which is about 6%
greater than the pure local scaling of 4/3), and γ = 1.525 at Rk = 10
6,
K ∼ l1.41, for Rk ≈ 102 (3.8)
K ∼ l1.525, for Rk ≈ 106. (3.9)
For the spectrum E ∼ k−5/3, we obtain γ ≈ 1.44 at Rk = 102 (which is about 8% greater
than the pure local scaling), and γ = 1.556 at Rk = 10
6,
K ∼ l1.44, for Rk ≈ 102 (3.10)
K ∼ l1.556, for Rk ≈ 106 (3.11)
Equation (3.11) is especially important because this scaling law is within 1% of the re-
appraised Richardson’s 1926 dataset from geophysical turbulence measurements which
displays, K ∼ l1.564. As the 1926 dataset remains the only fully 3D dataset of pair
diffusivity on a geophysical scale, i.e. in large scale 3D turbulence containing effectively
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Rk γ χ GK Gl
101 1.23 1.88 1.17 1.22
102 1.44 3.00 0.79 1.16E-1
103 1.495 3.70 0.73 2.54E-2
104 1.530 4.11 0.73 1.07E-2
105 1.550 4.38 0.73 6.70E-3
106 1.556 4.50 0.73 6.10E-3
Table 2: From the simulations with E(k) ∼ k−1.72; L = 1. The calculated quantities are
defined in the text.
infinite inertial subrange, the simulation result (3.11) provides some degree of verification
for the non-local theory.
To understand Infra-Red (IR) corrections in the limit Rk ↓ 1, consider what happens
as the pair separation increases in the limit l ↑ L1. Then, the influence from the very
large scales larger than L1 must be considered because they induce relative motions at
higher separations of sufficient magnitude that may notably alter the pair diffusion as
l ↑ L1, especially in short inertial subranges. Off course, for separations l  L1 in large
inertial subranges (in the limit of Rk → ∞) this effect is negligible because such large
scales sweep the pair along, as noted earlier.
Equations (3.8) and (3.10) are important because Rk ≈ 102 is the minimum inertial
subrange which displays clear quasi-local scaling laws in K. For smaller Rk < 10
2,
Infra-Red (IR) corrections in particular from the very large scales dominate and inertial
subrange scaling disappears all together. Importantly, we can estimate a value for Rc
by equating it to this minimum of Rk, yielding Rc ≈ 102. From Fig. 5, the cases for
Rc = 50 and 100 are probably the most realistic, so Rc ≈ 102 as an order of magnitude
is a reasonable estimate.
4. Estimates for gl, and new constants GK and Gl
4.1. Why is gl not a constant?
Richardson’s locality in space hypothesis leads to the well-known 4/3-scaling for the
turbulent pair diffusivity inside an infinite inertial subrange,
K(l) = gKε
1/3l4/3, Rk →∞ (4.1)
This is equivalent to (Obukhov (1941)),
l2 = l20 + glεt
3, Rk →∞ (4.2)
gl is assumed to be a universal constant. gK is related to gl and is also a universal
constant, but historically all the attention has been focused on gl.
However, in the non-local theory in which both local and non-local processes govern
turbulent pair diffusion (Section 3) new non-local power law regimes emerge,
K(l) = GKL
4/3 −γε1/3lγ , Rk →∞ (4.3)
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# gl References
1 0.06 Tatarski (1960)
2 2.42 Kraichnan (1966)
3 0.5 Julian et al (1977)
4 2.34 Lundgren (1981)
5 3.52 Lesieur (1981); Larcheveque & Lesieur (1981)
6 0.9 Borgas & Sawford (1994)
7 0.5 Borgas & Sawford (1994)
8 0.8 Borgas & Sawford (1994)
9 0.35 Pedrizzetti & Novikov (1994); Heppe (1998)
10 2.0 Kurbanmuradov & Sabelfeld (1995)
11 1.4 Thomson (1996)
12 0.06 Elliott & Majda (1996)
13 1.0 Borgas & Yeung (1998)
14 2.0 Borgas & Yeung (1998)
15 0.5 Mann et al (1999)
16 0.55 Boffetta & Sokolov (2002)
17 0.7 Ishihara & Kaneda (2002)
18 0.83 Yeung & Borgas (2004)
19 0.5 Biferale et al (2005)
20 0.55 Berg et al (2006)
21 1.15 Berg et al (2006)
22 0.5 Franzese & Cassiani (2007)
23 0.57 Sawford et al (2008)
24 0.1 Ni & Xia (2013)
25 0.55 Buaria et al (2015)
26 0.6 Darragh et al (2020)
Table 3: The estimates for the Richardson-Obukhov constant gl from experiments
(numbered 1, 3, 15, 20, 21, and 24) and simulations (excluding KS) – details of methods
are in the references cited. The estimates are listed in order of year of estimate.
or, non-dimensionalizing with η, tη and vη ∼ η/tη, we obtain
K
ηvη
= GK
(
L
η
)4/3 −γ (
ηε
v3η
)1/3(
l
η
)γ
, 0 l/η  Rk →∞. (4.4)
where (1 + p)/2 < γ(p) < 2. For the pair separation, we have
l2 = l20 +GlL
2−2χ/3εχ/3tχ, Rk →∞ (4.5)
or in non-dimensional form,
l2
η2
=
l20
η2
+Gl
(
L
η
)2−2χ/3(
ηε
v3η
)χ/3(
t
tη
)χ
, 0 l/η  Rk →∞. (4.6)
(R-O locality scaling laws, equations (4.1) and (4.2), corresponds to γ = 4/3.) We also
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Figure 8: (Colour online). gl from experiments ( squares) and simulations (not KS, ◦
circles), both listed in Table 3 in order of year of estimate (absicca); and Gl from the
simulations for different size of the inertial subrange from Rk = 10
1 to 106 as indicated
by the arrow, with E(k) ∼ k−5/3 (+ symbols, Table 2), and E(k) ∼ k−1.72 (× symbols,
Table 3).
have,
Gl =
(
2GK
χ
)χ
(4.7)
GK =
χG
1/χ
l
2
(4.8)
χ =
2
2− γ (4.9)
A new external length scale L is essential for dimensional consistency, as mentioned
earlier. L is some large scale characterizing the turbulence, and it is convenient here to
assume that it scales with the largest length-scale in the inertial subrange, L ∼ L1 = 1/k1
(although other choices are possible). If we scale all lengths by L1, then we can proceed
by taking L1 = 1. GK and Gl are related constants through the non-linear relationship in
equation (4.7). In the locality limit χ→ 3 , we obtain, GK → gK , and Gl → gl =
(
2gK
3
)3
.
Note that gK and GK are not direct measures of the pair diffusivity, and gl and Gl
are not direct measures of the spread of particles – only K(l) and l2 themselves tells us
these things.
Historically, researchers have focused attention exclusively on gl, and estimates for
gK are therefore not available. A summary of estimates for gl is listed in Table 3 in
order of the year of estimate, and plotted in Fig. 8 in the same order (absicca) and also
distinguished either as experiments (squares) or as simulations (not KS; circles). There
is considerable scatter in the estimated value of gl, differing by nearly two orders of
magnitude, the smallest estimate is 0.06 and the biggest is 3.25. The average from all
25 measurements listed in Table 3 is gl ≈ 1. It is important to note that all of these
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Figure 9: (Colour online.) (a) GK against Rk; (b) Gl against Rk. From simulations with
spectra, E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and ∼ k−1.72.
estimates have been made assuming a fit to the R-O locality scaling. Fig. 8 also shows
the estimates from KS simulations for different Rk as indicated by the vertical arrow,
also listed in Tables 1 and 2. (Note that an estimate for gK in the locality limit from
equation (4.8) with χ = 3 is, gK = 1.5g
1/3
l , and if we take gl ≈ 1, then gk ≈ 1.5.)
It was previously assumed that the disparity in the estimates of gl was probably due
to high uncertainties in most experiments (Sawford (2001); Salazar & Colins (2009)),
and because of the short inertial subrange in current DNS Rk < 10
2, which introduces
ultra-violet (UV) and infra-red (IR) corrections to the pair diffusivity (discussed below).
In our non-local theory, gK and gl are scale dependent, and an attempt to estimate
them by fitting a theoretical locality scaling to the data may indeed lead to a wide range
of estimates seen in Fig. 8. To illustrate this point further, if we try to force equation
(4.5) as a fit to equation (4.2), then
gl = GlL
2−2χ/3εχ/3−1tχ−3, Rk →∞ (4.10)
With χ ≈ 4.5, we obtain,
gl ≈ G2/3l
(
l
L
)2/3
, Rk →∞ (4.11)
Thus, gl depends on both L and the separation l.
4.2. Results for GK and Gl
The numerical results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for, respectively, E(k) ∼ k−5/3
and E(k) ∼ k−1.72.
The value of χ obtained from the simulations converge to the correct theoretical values
obtained from equation (4.9) as Rk →∞; but they differ a little for small Rk due to IR
and UV corrections, as noted earlier. Estimates for GK and Gl from the simulations are
also shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Fig. 9(a) shows the plots of GK against Rk from the spectra E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and E (k) ∼
k−1.72. GK converges to GK → 0.74 and 0.73 respectively for Rk > 103. As the energy
spectrum steepens, there is less energy in the smaller scales, and the decrease in GK
reflects this small shift towards purely non-local diffusion.
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Fig. 9(b) shows the plots of Gl against Rk for the same spectra. As Rk → ∞, the Gl
asymptotes to 0.013 and 0.006 respectively. At small Rk ↓ 10, the Gl’s increase sharply
to O(1), which is consistent with most of the numerical and experimental estimates in
Table 3.
It is remarkable how quickly GK converges from Rk > 103; whereas Gl converges much
more slowly as Rk → ∞. However, these trends are consistent with equation (4.7), and
the asymptotic limits are given exactly by equation (4.7) confirming its validity.
The asymptotic value of Gl ≈ 0.01 is unexpectedly small. However, it is consistent with
some of the experimental results; the two exceptional cases in Table 3 with the smallest
estimates, gl ≈ 0.06, come from turbulence with very large inertial subranges, Rk →∞.
Tatarski (1960) obtained data from the trail of comets in the upper atmosphere, while
Elliott & Majda (1996) simulated a large inertial subrange over 12-15 decades using a
Monte Carlo algorithm. In this limit our results converge to Gl ≈ 0.006 – the trend
towards a very small value is clear.
GK converges from Rk > 103 making is an easier quantity to measure than Gl. For
these reason, it is probably a more reliable quantity to work with than Gl in future
studies.
4.3. Some applications
A question of great practical interest is whether the non-local picture has a significant
effect on predictions of statistical quantities? Certainly, the new diffusion scaling laws
can be expected to have an impact on particle spread. Furthermore, a small value of Gl
is an indication that the effectiveness of turbulence in spreading particles in the small
scales of turbulence is less than expected from R-O locality in which Gl = gl ≈ O(1) at
all scales. We therefore attempt to quantify the impact of the non-local theory on particle
spread, to an order of magnitude, and briefly discuss some potential areas of application.
Spray technology is important in many industries, particularly for the dispersal of pes-
ticides over crops. During pesticide dispersal using sprayers, only a proportion (typically
less than 50% ) of the emitted spray reaches the intended target and the rest is lost
through drift and evaporation; furthermore, the drift can be hazardous to neighbouring
field crops and for the environment. Knowing the characteristics of droplet dispersal
within the turbulent flow around the crop canopy could improve the application efficiency.
It is well known that the spread of such contaminant in to the environment has
three components, illustrated in Fig. 10: (i) the average particle position Xc(t) over all
realizations; (ii) winds will cause the cloud centroid to move along different meandering
paths; and (iii) the diameter rc(t) of the cloud of particles, which is related to the particle
separation l(t). This system has a been investigated extensively because of its obvious
importance to particle spread and pollution modelling, (Hunt (1985); Tampieri (2017);
Ma et al (2020)).
The large scale drift is clearly important for the large scale dispersal of the droplets, but
this is outside of our control. The small scale turbulent diffusion also plays an important
role, because how fast the cloud of droplets spread determines the amount of pesticide
that actually reaches the intended target, and hence the quantity of pesticide to use.
Because the canopy height is relatively constant (1-2m in many situations) let us assume
that the prevailing weather conditions are constant and then we can ignore variations in
the temperature and bouyancy, and we will also ignore evaporation.
The question is, what is the difference in the spread (radius) of the coud droplets
predicted by the current theory as compared to the R-O theory? We have already noted
that MK . 0.3, that is the non-local diffusivity is up to 30% of the local diffusivity. This
might at first glance suggest that the pair diffusivity should increase by about 30% at any
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Figure 10: Sketch of the diffusion of a group of particles released from a point source at S
(e.g. spray nozzle, chimney) in to the atmosphere. The dashed line is the average position
of all particles from all realizations of the atmospheric wind pattern. In an individual
release, the instantaneous centroid of the cloud of particles will meander from the overall
mean profile, and the cloud radius will grow (like pair diffusion) about the cloud centroid.
The centroid pathline will differ in different winds.
given separation. On the other hand, we have also noted that Gl ≈ 10−2. A comparison
of the cloud radius in the non-local and local theories, at the same phase (time after
release) is estimated by dividing equations (4.5) by (4.2) to give,
Ml =
√
l2
l2RO
≈ G
1/2
l
g
3/4
l
( η
L
)1/2( t
tη
)3/4
≈ 0.2
( η
L
)0.5( t
tη
)0.75
, η  l L1. (4.12)
if we take Gl ≈ 10−2, and gl ≈ 0.5. The ratio Ml increases with the time after release.
For mildly turbulent conditions, i.e. in short inertial subrange, there is little difference.
But for stongly turbulent conditions, the factor η/L 1 ensures that the cloud ratio is
smaller than in the R-O theory. To illustrate, in turbulence with η/L = 104, the large
time scale is T/tη = (L/η)
2/3
= 464, and we have,
Ml ≈ 0.06 at t = 100tη
Ml ≈ 0.12 at t = T/2 (deep inside the inertial subrange)
Ml ≈ 0.20 at t = T (large time scale)
Ml ≈ 0.36 at t = 1000tη ≈ 2T. (4.13)
The cloud radius is reduced by an order of magnitude deep inside a large inertial subrange.
This will also impact on the large scale drift of the cloud centroid due to the prevailing
winds; if the cloud of droplets remains more concentrated for longer periods, then it will
drift further in higher concentrations in to neighbouring fields. For example, although
the average spread over the crop canopy over all wind conditions (Xc) will be unaffected,
in individual winds small concentrations of pesticide droplets could drift much further
according to the non-local theory.
Another application is in CFD modelling in the small scales through an eddy-viscosity
concept; the pair diffusivity itself is a type of eddy-viscosity – it has the same dimensions.
CFD models based on a scale dependent turbulent eddy viscosity such that νt ∼ K ∼ lγ
is a useful avenue to explore in the future.
Recently, Darragh et al (2020) have explored the variation of pair diffusion statistics in
the internal structure of turbulent flames, and they find that the effect of temperature and
compressibility is surprising modest and to leading approximation non-reacting turbulent
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pair diffusion concepts can be applied directly to combustion processes. Even the R-O
‘constant’ (they consider relatively low turbulence intensity in the quasi-local limit) does
not change much with temperature gl ≈ 0.6, listed in Table 3.
Although (4.13) are order of magnitude estimates, they are significant because they
indicate the possible impact that the non-local theory could have in real world problems.
5. The impact of changing flow structure
KS is essentially a Fourier series with a finite number of Fourier modes with phase,
∼ e−i(kn·x +ωnt) (Appendix A). The frequency ωn is defined by the physical principle that
a trace particle circulates a local vortex like structure in a time inversely proportional to
the frequency. That is, the n′th mode frequency is,
ωn = λ
√
k3E(k), (5.1)
where λ is an arbitrary factor. For Kolmogorov turbulence, ωn = λε
2/3k
2/3
n . The Fourier
mode oscillates in wavenumber space manifesting is real space as a periodic velocity field
– λ defines the amplitude of the frequency of such an oscillation (this should not be
confused with an externally forced oscillation).
Spatio-temporal correlations (manifested as flow structures) are fundamental hallmarks
of turbulence. The frequency defines the rate at which CS’s change in time, and a natural
question is how sensitive is turbulent diffusion in the inertial subrange to changes in λ?
Physically, we expect that realistic turbulence is close to λ ≈ 1, and we have already
seen that λ = 0.5 captures the essential scaling laws of turbulent particle diffusion.
However, mathematically there is nothing special about this choice, so in the ensuing we
will consider a wide range of λ.
We have run KS with E(k) ∼ k−5/3 for λ in the range 0 6 λ 6 5, and for Rk =
102, 104, 106. The cases for E(k) ∼ k−1.72 are similar, so we will show results from this
spectrum for just one case.
From equation (4.4), we have
K
ηvη
∼
(
l
η
)γ
, 0 l/η  Rk →∞. (5.2)
From equation (4.6), if we start with l0 = η we obtain for small times,
l2
η2
≈ l
2
0
η2
= 1, t/tη  1. (5.3)
and for larger times, this is
l2
η2
∼
(
t
tη
)χ
, t/tη  1, 1 l/η  Rk. (5.4)
At even larger times as the average separation increases outside of the inertial subrange,
then each particle in a pair decorrelates from the other and the pair diffusion asymptotes
towards two independent one-particle diffusion, Taylor (1921),
l2 → 2x2(t) ∼ 2(u′)2TLt, t/tη  1, l/η > Rk. (5.5)
where u′ is the rms turbulent fluctuation, and TL is the Lagrangian time scale. This
is equivalent to a constant one-particle diffusivity since K ∼ 2d〈x2〉/dt → constant as
t/tη → ∞. As λ increases, the particles in a pair decorrelate at earlier times leading to
earlier asymptote towards Taylor diffusion and a reduction in the separation scale when
this occurs.
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Figure 11: (Colour online.) From the simulations with spectra E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and Rk =
102: (a) K against l; (b) l2 against t. Lines of indicated slope are shown for comparison,
see Table 1. Different levels of λ are indicated. η is the Kolmogorov length scale, vη is
the velocity micro-scale, tη is the time micro-scale.
The different regimes are evident in the numerical results. Fig. 11 shows the plots of,
(a) K/ηvη against l/η, and (b) l
2/η2 against t/tη, for E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and Rk = 102;
several case of λ are shown. Figs. 12 and 13 show the corresponding results for Rk = 10
4
and Rk = 10
6 respectively. Fig. 14 shows the corresponding results for E(k) ∼ k−1.72,
Rk = 10
6.
In Fig. 11, with γ = 1.41, χ = 2.94, we observe (a) K/ηvη ∼ (l/η)1.41, and in (b)
l2/η2 ≈ 1 for small times, and l2/η2 ∼ (t/tη)2.94 at larger times. Similarly, in Fig. 12,
(a) K/ηvη ∼ (l/η)1.5, and (b) l2/η2 ≈ 1 for small times, and l2/η2 ∼ (t/tη)3.95 at
larger times; in Fig. 13, (a) K/ηvη ∼ (l/η)1.525, and (b) l2/η2 ≈ 1 for small times, and
l2/η2 ∼ (t/tη)4.18 at larger times; in Fig. 14, (a) K/ηvη ∼ (l/η)1.556, and (b) l2/η2 ≈ 1
for small times, and l2/η2 ∼ (t/tη)4.5 at larger times. See Tables 1 and 2 for the γ and χ
in the different cases.
In all the cases, the pair diffusion begins to approach Taylor diffusion at very long times.
Note that as the λ increases the pair diffusion asymptotes towards Taylor diffusion at
earlier times thus reducing the range of separation over which the non-local regimes are
valid and reducing the overall spread of particles, as predicted.
These results are very surprising in the small scales the diffusion is identical for
frequencies in the range 0 6 λ . 1, and its only effect is to decrease the range of
separations over which the scaling laws hold. Bigger sized turbulent motions containing
most of the energy make bigger contributions to the pair relative motion at bigger
separations which was first noted by Richardson. Increasing λ thus reduces the particle
spread only at bigger separations. The results in Figs. 11-14 are consistent with this
picture.
The computed values for γ, and χ, and the estimates for the constants, GK and Gl,
and their trends are also independent of λ and therefore identical to the results in Tables
1 and 2.
Based on these results we attempt to develop a plausible scenario that can rationalize
these findings. We know that (nearly all) streamlines in homogeneous and isotropic
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: (Colour online.) Similar to Fig. 11, except for and Rk = 10
4.
(a) (b)
Figure 13: (Colour online.) Similar to Fig. 11, except for and Rk = 10
6.
turbulence start and finish at infinity, thus allowing the spread of particles to infinity.
(This is quite different from incompressible 2D turbulent streamlines which are closed.)
In 3D turbulent flows particles in pairs separate mainly in straining zones where the
growth is exponential, but for a very short time. At other times, the particles move close
together for long periods in parallel streaming zones, or they rotate close together in
vortical zones neither of these produces significant increase in the separation compared
to the exponential growth in straining zones.
Streamlines by themselves can diffuse particles, which could enhance both effects
on particle separation growth rate: longer periods in parallel streaming regions and in
vortical regions could reduce the overall pair separation growth rate; on the other hand
once the pair enters in to a straining zone their exponential growth rate also persists
for a longer period of time, because the flow structures do not change, which could
increase the overall pair separation. The net effect appears to be to leave the diffusion
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Figure 14: (Colour online.) Similar to Fig. 11, except for spectrum E(k) ∼ k−1.72 and
Rk = 10
6.
unchanged compared to the physically realistic cases where 0 6 λ . 1; this is possible if
the underlying flow structures change slowly with respect to pair separation growth.
Another viewpoint is that the ensemble of particle trajectories in 3D turbulent flows
is probably very similar to the ensemble of streamlines, illustrated in Fig. 15 which
shows sketches of pairs of streamlines and trajectories for (a) λ = 0 and λ . 1,
and (b) λ = 0 and λ  1. Pairs of particles are continuously transported from one
instantaneous pair of streamlines on to a nearby pair of streamlines. For λ . 1 in Fig.
15(a), the underlying flow structures change slowly, and hence the trajectories deviate
slowly away from the initial streamlines, slowly enough that they can be approximated by
the streamlines themselves. Relative physical quantities, such as the pair relative velocity,
vT (t) = u2T (t) − u1T (t), along pairs of particle trajectories differ very little from their
counterparts along streamlines, vS(t) = u2S(t) − u1S(t), and therefore the difference
|vT (t)− vS(t)| is much smaller than the first order quantity |vS(t)|, i.e.
|vT (t)− vS(t)|  |vS(t)| (5.6)
where the subscripts T refers to the quantities along trajectories (red), and S refers to the
same quantities along the streamlines (black). Both sides of equation (5.6) are small, but
the left-hand side, being a second order difference of relative velocities, is much smaller
than the right-hand side which is a simple first order difference of velocities.
Similarly, the pair separation satisfies,
|lT (t)− lS(t)|  |lS(t)|. (5.7)
because the separation along a pair of trajectories (T, red) lT is nearly the same as along
a pair of streamlines (S, black) lS , and therefore lT ≈ lS , in Fig. 15(a).
However, for λ  1 in Fig. 15(b) this picture breaks down as the underlying flow
structures change rapidly and the trajectories deviate significantly from the initial
streamlines. Then, the pair relative velocity also changes rapidly approaching a random-
walk like process, and we have lT  lS (on average) thus decreasing the pair diffusion
significantly.
This picture is evident in the pairs of particle trajectories generated in a single flow
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(a) Particle trajectories for, 0 < λ . 1 (T ) , and for, λ = 0 (S).
(b) Particle trajectories for , λ 1 (T ), and for, λ = 0 (S).
Figure 15: (Color online.) Sketches of particle pairs (circles) and pairs of streamlines (1
and 2) in the flow with λ = 0 (S, black lines), and particle trajectories (T, red lines) in
flow fields with: (a) 0 < λ . 1; (b) λ 1. The pair separations lS and lT (dashed lines)
hardly differ in (a) in 3D flow fields. The arrow indicates the general direction of particle
motion.
realization from KS, shown in Fig. 16 for E(k) ∼ k−5/3 in an inertial subrange of
Rk = 10
3. (Other cases display essentially the same features and are not shown.) Fig. 16
compares different cases of λ = (a) 0.0, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, (d) 5.0. The pairs are released
from the same point in space (red circle) with the same separation l0 = η. The long
period of time during which the pairs remain close together before rapidly moving apart
– presumably on entering local regions of high strain – are evident in Figs. 16(a), (b), and
(c). The particle separations and the overall spread of the particles are of comparable
magnitude in the three cases for λ 6 1, and it is notable how different these are from the
case in Fig. 16(d) for high λ 1 where highly random particle relative motion leads to
significantly reduced particle spread, as predicted above.
Further evidence in support of this process comes from the Particle Tracking Ve-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 16: (Colour online.) Pairs of particle trajectories (purple and green) from the
simulations with E(k) ∼ k−5/3 and Rk = 103. Raw units are shown, thus a distance of
6.2 is equivalent to 103η. The different levels of λ in each case is: (a) 0.0, (b) 0.5, (c)
1.0, (d) 5.0. The red circle marks the area where the particle pairs are released with
separation l0 = η.
locimetry (PTV) measurements in a channel by Virant & Dracos (1997) who used a 4-
camera system and a 4-frame tracking algorithm based on the novel kinematic principle
of minimum change in acceleration (Mass et al (1993); Malik et al (1993)). Fig. 17 shows
the projection of particles moving in time in a turbulent channel flow in a plane. Note
how the pair separation suddenly increases as the pair, presumably, enters a straining
zone, and how similar this is to Figs. 16(a), (b) and (c). The importance of Fig. 17 is
heightened by the fact that, to our knowledge, this is the only experimental visualization
of turbulent pair diffusion on the literature.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
The new physical picture fundamentally changes our understanding of the turbulent
pair diffusion process and leads to new non-local scaling laws for pair diffusion. We stress
that the non-local theory has support from measurements in both limits of small and
large inertial subranges. In the limit Rk ↓ 102, the predicted quasi-local regimes K ≈ l4/3
have been observed with Gl ≈ gl ≈ 1, which is consistent with most of the estimates in
Table 3 (Fig. 8). In the large inertial subrange limit, we predict K ∼ l1.556 as Rk →∞,
which is within 1% of the experimental scaling law from Richardsons 1926 revised data,
K ∼ l1.564, which lends considerable credibility to the non-local theory advanced here.
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Figure 17: Projections of particle trajectories in a plane, from Particle Tracking
Velocimmetry experiments Re = 11600, Umean = 148mm/s. 600 timesteps. (From Virant
& Dracos (1997), with permission of Measurement Science and Technology).
The celebrated ‘Richardson-Obukhov constant’ gl is shown to be scale dependent and
therefore not a constant as widely assumed, which explains the wide scatter in the
estimated values of gl in the literature (it varies by two orders of magnitude). However,
new constants associated with the diffusivity,Gk, and the pair separation (spread),Gl, are
identified and they asymptote in our simulations to unexpectedly small values, Gk ≈ 0.73
and Gl ≈ 0.01.
Another surprising finding from our work is that turbulent diffusion in the small scales
is independent of the time scale of oscillation of the small scale flow structures. We have
rationalized that the this is because pair separation along pairs of particle trajectories
remains almost unchanged compared to the separation along pairs of streamlines under
realistic levels of flow field oscillations in time.
These results are significant for two reasons. First, they indicate the possible impact
that the non-local theory could have in real world problems such as dispersal of droplets in
a spray, pollution modelling, and the dispersal of viruses and bacteria and other biological
contagions through airborne means – less spread means higher concentrations sustained
for longer times.
Second, the non-local theory indicates that local and non-local diffusional processes and
very large-scale advection (sweeping) motions are approximately independent processes.
Thus, a diffusion model based on a local-non-local-sweeping tri-variant process could be
a fruitful approach to explore in the future. Furthermore, removing time dependence (of
flow field oscillations) to model the statistics of turbulent diffusion in the small scales
could greatly simplify and hence further improve modelling techniques.
These findings also have important implications for the interpretation of pair diffusion
studies. Some studies have reported, to a fair approximation, l2 ∼ t3. In the absence of
a non-local theory this has been interpreted till now as a confirmation of R-O locality
scaling laws. However, in our new picture l2 ∼ t3 is just the quasi-local limit for small
inertial subranges. Actually, for real (i.e intermittent) turbulence it should be close to,
l2 ∼ t3.13 from the purely local theory, or l2 ∼ t3.6 from the non-local theory which
indicates that experiments and DNS still have a little way to go to achieving even quasi-
local inertial subrange scaling. It is ironic that the quasi-local regime is predicted to
appear in the limit Rk ≈ 102 where many current day measurements and DNS operate,
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presumably obscuring the greater significance of non-local diffusion. Further experiments
and DNS are required to settle this matter.
The length scale L1, the largest length scale in the inertial subrange, and Rk, the
size of the inertial subrange, have played important roles in the scaling arguments and
in characterizing the different pair diffusion regimes. Although we have argued that L1
could in principle be related to other more familiar length scales such as the integral
length scale and the Taylor micro-scale, we believe that it is better to work in terms of
L1 and Rk as fundamental parameters in turbulence theory and modelling. They have
the merit of possessing clear physical meanings and they can be measured accurately in
experiments and DNS.
Finally, we will have to wait for experiments and/or DNS to be realized in order
to draw the last word on this issue. The results indicate that the transition from the
quasi-locality limit at Rk = 10
2 to the asymptotic non-local limit at Rk = 10
6 is smooth.
Thus at Rk = 10
3 the predicted K ∼ l1.5 and l2 ∼ t3.7 scaling law in intermittent
turbulence with E(k) ∼ k−1.72 (Table 2) should be observable – we do not have to go
all way to Rk = 10
6 to test the main elements of the theory. Although Rk = 10
3, may
not seem too far from the current DNS of around Rk = 10
2, in fact this is an increase in
numerical grid size of 103, and with a timestep that is ten times smaller the simulation
must run for ten times longer; this represents an increase in overall storage and costs of
at least 104 times bigger than today’s DNS record achievement, and this will probably
take quite some time to reach.
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Appendix A. Numerical Method
A.1. Kinematic Simulations
Kinematic Simulation (Kraichnan (1970); Malik (2017)) is a Lagrangian method for
particle diffusion in which ensembles of random velocity filelds are produced as a sum of
energy-weighted Fourier modes. Lagrangian statistics are the physically meaningful out-
put from KS. There are two main physical inputs to KS. First, the Fourier coefficients are
chosen such that they satisfy continuity exactly, hence mass is conserved by construction.
Second, the square of the Fourier coefficients are proportional to the energy spectrum
E(k) which can be freely chosen within an arbitrary range of wavenumbers k1 6 k 6 kη.
KS can thus generate extremely large inertial subrange.
KS has been used in turbulent diffusion studies for both passive and inertial particle
motion, Maxey (1987), Turfus (1987), Farhan et al (2015). Meneguz & Reeks (2011)
carried out a DNS of inertial particle motion, and compared it to results from KS which
they found to agree well with the DNS. Murray et al (2016) investigated inertial particle
statistics using KS. A recent application was in the investigation of the mid-latitude
convective boundary layer (CBL) electricity above the homogeneous land surface using a
large-eddy simulation (LES) where KS was used as a sub-grid scale model, see Anisimov
et al (2020).
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A KS flow field realization is produced as a truncated Fourier series,
U(x, t) =
N∑
n=1
[
(An × kˆn) cos (kn · x + ωnt) + (Bn × kˆn) sin (kn · x + ωnt)
]
(A 1)
where N is the number of representative wavemodes, typically hundreds for very long
spectral ranges, Rk = kη/k1  1. kˆn is a random unit vector (kn = kˆnkn and kn =
|kn|). The coefficients An and Bn are chosen such that their orientations are randomly
distributed and uncorrelated with any other Fourier coefficient or wavenumber, and their
amplitudes are determined by 〈A2n〉 = 〈B2n〉 ∝ E(kn), The angled brackets 〈·〉 denotes
the ensemble average over many flow fields. This ensures incompressibility in each flow
realization, ∇ · u = 0. The flow field ensemble generated in this manner is statistically
homogeneous, isotropic, and stationary.
An important feature of KS is that unlike some other Lagrangian methods, by gener-
ating entire kinematic flow fields in which particles are tracked it does not suffer from
the crossing-trajectories error which is caused when two fluid particles occupy the same
location at the same time in violation of incompressibility; but because KS flow fields
are incompressible by construction this error is completely eliminated.
In turbulent particle pair studies the interest is in Kolmogorov-like power law spectra,
E(k) = CEε
2/3L5/3−pk−p, k1 6 k 6 kη, 1 < p 6 3 (A 2)
CE is a constant. The largest represented scale of turbulence is 2pi/k1, and the smallest is
the Kolmogorov scale η = 2pi/kη. The constant is normalized such that the total energy
contained in the range is 3(u′)2/2, where u′ is the rms turbulent velocity fluctuations in
each direction. ε(p) is determined by integrating the spectrum,
∫ kη
k1
E(k)dk = 3(u′)2/2.
(p = 1 is a singular limit which is not consider here.) For Kolmogorov turbulence, the
time microscale vη = (εη)
1/3 is the velocity microscale, and τη = ε
−1/3η2/3.
The distribution of the wavemodes is geometric, kn = k1r
n−1, with r = (kη/k1)1/(N−1).
The grid size in wavemode-space of the nth wavemode is δkn = kn(
√
r − 1/√r).
The usual practice is to make the n’th mode frequency proportional to the eddy-
turnover frequencies,
ωn = λ
√
k3nE(kn). (A 3)
The choice of λ is arbitrary, although λ = 0.5 is a common choice.
A particle trajectory is obtained by integrating the Lagrangian velocity UL(t),
dx
dt
= UL(t) = U(x, t), (A 4)
using any standard method such as Runga-Kutta or Predictor-corrector methods. The
time step ∆t should be smaller than any other time scale in the system – in this case the
Kolmogorov time scales; thus we require ∆t τk. In our simulations, particle trajectories
are produced by integrating equation (A 4) with a fixed time step of ∆t ≈ 0.01τk in a
fourth order Adams-Bashforth predictor-corrector method.
It is important to produce a very large ensemble of independent particle pair trajec-
tories. Eight independent particle pairs are released in each flow realization, each pair
set part by more than an integral length scale. Each pair is initially released with a
pair separation distance of l0/η > 1. To obtain a true ensemble, this process is repeated
in many thousands of KS flow realizations. (Releasing thousands of particle pairs in
the same KS flow field will not produce the required independence which may produce
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biased statistics.) Pairs of trajectories are thus harvested over a large ensemble of flow
realizations and pair statistics are then obtained from it for analysis.
KS has been validated against DNS in Malik & Vassilicos (1999) where pair diffusion
statistics up to 4th order (flatness) were found to be close to the DNS data.
A.2. Thomson & Devenish’s conjecture
KS has not been without its critics. Thomson & Devenish (2005); Nicolleau &
Nowakowski (2011); Eyink & Benveniste (2013) argued that the convection of the small
scales of turbulence by larger scales of motions is important in turbulent diffusion and
KS does not contain such ‘sweeping’ action. They noted that KS gave scaling laws for
the pair diffusivity that deviates from locality and they concluded that this was evidence
that KS is therefore inaccurate for turbulent diffusion studies. See also Nicolleau &
Nowakowski (2011); Eyink & Benveniste (2013).
However, the authors’ arguments cannot be sustained under detailed examination
and has been disproved in Malik (2017) with mathematical rigor. Here we recount the
important steps in the counter argument. Thomson & Devenish (2005) claim to have
obtained KS scaling laws theoretically that match their KS results. This appears to be
serendipitous which unfortunately obscures the broader picture. (Actually, the scaling
law that they predict, ∼ l1.555, does not quite match the KS scaling ∼ l1.525 in equation
(3.9) for Kolmogorov turbulence which is the only case that they considered, but it is
close to the case with intermittency in equation (3.11)). Their derivation is based on
the dimensionality of the relative pair diffusivity, [K] = U2T where U is velocity and
T is time, from which they assume that U2 scales like the Eulerian structure function
S(l) = 〈∆u2〉 ∼ ε2/3l2/3, and that T scales with the local timescale T ∼ τ(l); thus
K(l) ∼ S(l)τ(l) ∼ ε2/3l2/3τ(l). (A 5)
They argue that the timescale τ(l) in KS is not Kolmogorov τ(l) ∼ l2/3ε1/3, and this leads
to ‘unphysical’ scaling laws. However, equation (A 5) remains an unproven conjecture.
We stress that the arguments made by the authors were based on the firm conviction
that locality must be true in turbulent pair diffusion – but as we have seen this is a
flawed assumption. Furthermore, although it is true that KS does not contain dynamical
sweeping action, the more important point is to quantify this error. Thomson & Devenish
(2005) consider two case, one of which contains a constant mean flow U > 0, and in the
second case the mean flow is zero, U = 0; we consider only the latter case here. In Malik
(2017) a detailed mathematical analysis was carried out and the sweeping errors were
quantified for the first time through the relative error eK(l) = ∆K/K where ∆K is the
error in the pair diffusivity due to the lack of sweeping, divided by the pair diffusivity
itself; it was found that it is negligible |eK |  1 inside the inertial subrange, even for very
large inertial subrange, and the deviations from locality laws seen in KS are therefore
physically genuine.
Appendix B. Existence of the non-local neigbourhood
The existence of a non-local neighbourhood can be demonstrated explicitly. We release
an ensemble of particle pairs with initial separation much smaller than the Kolmogorov
scale, l0  η. There is then a large spectral gap between the initial pair separation and
the Kolmogorov scale, kη 6 k 6 1/l0 where we would normally expect the ‘local’ range
of wavenumber. Only the non-local range of wavenumbers (now k1 6 k 6 kη) exists
initially, as illustrated in Fig. 18(a). The pair separation will grow under the influence of
the non-local processes alone, at least until the average separation approaches L1, l ↑ L1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 18: (Colour online). (a) Sketch of the Kolmogorov spectrum used in this KS with
a spectral gap between kη 6 k 6 1/l0 so that initially the entire spectrum is ‘non-local’
to the particle pair A and B with separation l0  η. (b) log-log plot of K/ηvη against
l/η; inset, log-linear plot of l2/η2 against t/tη for early time showing exponential growth
before entering inside the inertial subrange. Lines of different slopes as indicated for
comparison.
For convenience we use Kinematic Simulations (KS) (see Appendix A) data to delineate
our theory and compare results for different sizes of the inertial subrange. Results with
Rk = kη/k1 = 300, and l0 = 10
−2η are shown in Fig. 18(b) for the pair diffusivity K
against l where we observe K ∼ l2 at early times when l  η which is characteristic of
exponential growth, before the curve shifts at later times towards a shallower power law,
characteristic for this inertial subrange (Section 4, Table 1). The inset in this figure is the
log-linear plot of the pair separation l2 against time t at early times, again clearly showing
exponential growth (the straight line). All other cases, for different Rk and E(k) ∼ k−p,
display similar trends and are not shown. (In actual turbulent flow we expect viscous
diffusion will slightly decrease the separation growth rate.)
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